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STOCHASTICALLY COMPLETE MANIFOWS
AND SUMMABLE HARMONIC FUNCflONS
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ABSTRACT. Main m ult; if on a seodcsically complete Riemannian manifold M the
volume VII of a geodesic ball of rad ius R with fiJ;ed center sat isfies the ecndmcn

f "'" RdR .. 00,

In VII

t hen every nonn egative integrable superharmonic funct ion on M is equal 10 a constant.
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Introduction

This arti cle is devoted to two questions that appear at first glance to have little
connection with each other. Let M be a connected smooth noncompact Riemannian
man ifold. We consider a minimal Wiener process on M , i.e., a diffusion process
generated by the Laplace-Beltrami operator a with absorption condition at 00. If the
probability of absorption at 00 in a finite amount of time is equal to zero, then M
is said to be stochastically complete. For example, R" is stochastically complete, but
a bounded domain in R"· is not. It turns out that there are geodesically complet e
manifolds that are not stochasti cally complete. An example was considered in [I]
(see also §3).

Yau [17] proved that a complete Riemannian manifold with Ricci curvature
bounded below is stochastically complete. Thi s theorem has been refined in a number
of papers (see, for example, [8] and [14]): the Ricci curvature was allowed to decrease
to - 00 in a sufficient slow mann er. In [5] the author proved a more general condition
for stochastic completen ess in terms of the growth of the volume of a geodesic ball
(see §1 below). In §3 we present examples confi rming the sharpness of this condition .

The second question considered here has to do with the Liouville problem. Yau
[15] proved that on a complete Riemann ian manifold every harmonic function (i.e.,
every solution of the laplace-Beltrami equation au = 0) in the class LP(M ), I <
P < 00, is equal to a constant; in other words, the LP-Liouville theorem holds. See
[II] for some refinements, and see [9], (16), and (4] about the Lw-Liouville theorem.
Here we consider the case p = I. For some time it was not known whether the V 
Liouville theorem holds on any complete Rieman nian manifold. In several papers
reference was made to a preprint of Chung in which a complete two-dimensional
manifold having a nontrivial integrable harmonic function was constructed for 'the
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•
first time . Th is example (or a closely related example) was published by Li and
Schoen in [10]. The manifold in thi s example has finite volume, and is the reby
stochastically complete, which refutes the conjec ture that the L1 . Liouville theorem
holds on a stochastically complete ma nifold. A sufficient condi tion is given in (10]
for the LI·Liouville theorem to hold in terms of the decrease of the Ricci curvature.
Nevertheless. there is a con nection between stochastic comple teness and integrable
harmonic functions. Namely, we prove in §2 that the L I·Liouville theorem holds on a
stochastica lly complete man ifold for nonnegative harmon ic and even superharmonic
function s. In combination with a geometri c condition for stochastic completeness
[5], our main result can be formulated as follows: if on a geodesically complete
Riemannian manifold the volume VR of a geodesic ba ll of rad ius R with fixed center
satisfies the inequali ty VR ~ eC Rl , then every non negative superharmonic function
in L' (M) is a constant . Attent ion is drawn to the beautiful analogy with the Cheng
Yau theorem (2]: if VR ~ CR1 on a geodesically complete manifold, then every
nonnegative superharmonic function on M is equa l to a constant.

In §3 we present examples of complete manifolds of arbitrary dim ension that ad mit
nontrivial positive harm onic functions in L I(M), and we prove that the restrictions
on the growth of VR in the main theorem are sharp.

§l. Some facts about stochastically complete manifolds

For each precompact domain 0 c M with smooth boundary we define the Gree n's
funct ion Gn(x,y,1) of the heat equation, i.e., the function of (x ,1) E 0 x (0, + 00)
that satisfies for each y E O the conditio ns

•

8 Go/81- !!.Go = 0, Golao ~ O, Gn -by(X ) as t-« O.

It is well known that:
J) Gn(x , y,t), extended by zero for I < 0, is infinitely differentiable away from

(y, O);
2) Go(X,Y,I) = Go(Y, x, I) for any X,Y E n;
3) Go '" 0;
4) 10 Go(x,Y, I) dx s 1;
5) Go(x ,Y, I + s) ~ 10 Go(x , z,I )Go(z,Y ,s)dz .
We fi x a point y E M and enlarge the domain Q . It follows from the maximum

pri ncip le that if 0 1 C 0 2, then Go, :5 Gal ' By 4), the integrals of Go on each ~

compact set in AI x (0, +00) are uniformly bou nded; therefore, the limit G(x ,y, t) =
limn-oMGo(x, y, t ) exists, where Q ...... M means the exhaustion of At by precompact
open domains. It is easy to verify that a Glo t - tJ.G = 0 in At x (0, +00), G ...... by(X) as
t - 0, and the analogues of properties 1)-5) hold. It follows from the const ruction
that G(x,y, t ) is a minimal positive fundamental solution of the heat equation (see
{7] for more details).

In view of property 5) the function G(x, y, t ) is the kern el of a semigroup G/ acting
in LP(M), defined by

G,f = f. G(x, y ,I)!(y )dy where ! E L'(M), I s P s 00•..,
It can be proved that the semigroup G, is contractive (i.e., II G,lIu S I), positive (i.e.,
G,/ 2: 0 for I 2: 0), and r.:oc< ontinuous with respect to t (i.e., G,f - I as I - 0
in the sense of 4x(M ); and if p < 00, then G, is strongly continuous (see [13) for
details). Moreover, it follows from the maximum principle and the const ruction of
G(x,Y, t) that if f 2: 0 and u(x , t ) isa positive solution of the heat equatio n with
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initial condition u(x, t) _ [(x) as t - 0 in the sense of ~'oc(M) , then u(x , t ) ;:: Gtf,
i.e., Gr! is a mini mal positive solution of the Cau chy problem with initial function
r.

From the probabilistic point of view G(x ,y. 2t ) is the transition densit y of a mi n
imal Wiener process on M . Stochastic completeness of M is equivalent to the con
dition that fM G(x .y, t )dt = I for any y C M and t > 0 (i.e., the process continues
arbitrarily long with probability I).

THEOREM I. The fo llowing conditions are equivalent:

a) M is stochastically complete.

b) The solution of the Cauchy problem u, - .1.u = 0, ul,=o = 0, is unique in the class
of functions bounded on M x (0. T] ttheinitial condition is understood in the sense of
LI~(M)) . (I ...

. c) Every positive solution of the equation .1.v - AV = 0 on M isVOOunded, where
A= co nst > O.

These statements are encountered in various forms in various papers (see, for
example, [3]). Nevertheless, for the convenience of the reader we present a proof,
especia lly because it is very simple.

a ) ~ b). Let u(x , t ) be a bounded solution of the heat equation with zero initia l
cond ition. It can be assumed tha t [ul < I. Let W = 1- u. Since W > 0 and wl,..o = I ,
we have in view of the propert ies of G, that w 2: Gi l = fM G(x , y,t )dy = I , and
hence w 2: 1 and u :$ O. It can be proved in exact ly the same way that u 2: 0, which
implies that u saO.

b) ~ c). If the bounded positive function v ex) satisfies the equation n v - AV = 0,
then the function u(x , t ) = v(x )e),1 satisfies the heat equation with ini tial condition
ul,=o = v and is bounded on M x [0, T] for each T > O. Since G,v is also a bounded
solut ion of th e indicated Cauchy problem, we have that G,v = oe" by the condi tion
in b). However, this is -impossible , since II G,v llL"" :$ IIv II v '" < IIve),'lIvxt for t > O.

c) => a). Suppose that M is not stochastically complete, i.e., G,~ I (xo) < I at some
point (xo, to). Since G,l (x) is a solution of the heat equation and sup Gi l = t, we have
from the strict maximum principle that G, I < I for t > to. Let w(x) = fooo r),I G, t dt .

. It can be verified immediately that .1.w - AW = - I and 0 < W < A- I. Therefore, the
fun ct ion v = I - AW sati sfies the equation .1.v - AV = 0 and the restrict ions 0 < v < I.

T H EOREM 2. S uppose that the manifold M is geodesically com plete; and

I
~ R dR _

In V
R

- 00, ( I)

where VR is the volume of a geodesic ball of radius R with fixed center. Then M is
stochastically com plete.

It was proved in (5] that under condi tio n ( I) part b) of Theorem I holds. Part a )
thereby also hold s; tha t is. M is stoc hasti cally co mplete.

We prove in §3 that condition ( I) is sharp . We remark that ( I) holds, for example.
if VR.. :$ eCR~ for some sequence Rm - 00.
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§2. Positive harmonic funct ions in L J (M)

OUf main result is the following theorem.

T H EOREM 3. If M is a stochastically complete manifold, then every positi ve super
harmonic/unction U E L' (M ) is equal to a constant.

PROOF. The Green's function of th e Laplace equation can be constructed in a way
analogous to the way th e Green's function of the heat equation was con structed in §t .
For every precompact domain n c M with smooth boundary there exists a Green 's
function gn(x ,Y) satisfying for each fixed yE n th e equation d Kn = - oy(x) and the
boundary condition eclec = O. Further : 1) gn is infinitely differentiable away from
Y; 2) go(x ,Y) = go(Y, x ) for any x, Y E Q; and 3) go 2 O.

The functions Gn(x ,Y, t ) and gn(x,Y ) are connected by the well-known relati on

go(x ,y ) ~ /,00 Gw(x ,y, l)dt. (2) - ,

As Q increases in size the sequence go increases and has a limit

g(x,y ) ~ lim go(x ,y)
O_ M

which. true, can tum out to be infinite (for example, for M := R2) . If g(x, Y) < 00 for
x -::F y , then g(x ,Y) is the smallest positive fundamental solution of the operator - .1,
but if g ss 00, then there are no positive fundamental solutions (see [6] for details).
Manifolds such that g == 00 are called manifolds ofparabolic type. It is known that M
has parabolic type if a nd only if every positive superharmonic function on M is equa l
to a constant [12]. See [ 6] and [14] about geometric condit ions for parabolicity.

Now let M be a stochastically complete manifold and u a positive superhannonic
funct ion not equal to a constant. We prove that 1Mudx = 00. It follows from the
existence of such a function u that M is not parabolic, and hence that the G reen 's
function g(x ,y ) exists . We verify that

Lg(x ,y )dx ~ 00. (3)

Indeed, it follows from (2) and the stochastic completeness of M that

1M g(x ,y) dx = 1Ml OQ G(x ,y ,1)d t dx = l OQ 1M G(x,Y, I ) dx dt = lOQ dt = 00.

From this we conclude also that 1M u dx = 00. Let w be a precompact open subset
of M , and let yEW. We find a constant C > 0 such that Cu(x) > g(x,y ) on ow. In
particular, for any domain n ::> eo we get that Cu > &l(X,y) on o w. Since scleo = 0,
it is also true that Cu > go on an. The fact that Cu is a superharmonic funct ion
implies that Cu > go on Q\ w . Taking the limit as Q -- M gives us that Cu ~ g on
M \ w, and so

C [ u(x )dx 2 [ g(x, y) dx = [ g(x ,y ) dx - [ g(x,y)dx . (4)
1M J.W\ w 1M 1w

Note that fwg (x ,y) dx < 00. Ind eed , g(x, y) ha s the same singularity as in Rll as
x -- y , i.e., , 2-11 or - In " where' is the geodesic distance between the points x and
y,' -- 0 (18] , and this singul ar ity is clearl y integrable. It thus follows from (3) and
(4) that 1Mu(x )dx = 00, whi ch is. what was required to prove.
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REMARK I . If u is a nonnegative superhannonic function, then in view of the

maximum pri nciple either u == 0 or u > 0, so that Theorem 3 is also valid for such
function s.

REMARK 2. If the volume of M is infinit e, then und er the cond itions of Theorem 3
there are no positive superharmonic function s u E L1(M).

COROL LARY I. If M is a complete Riemannian manifold and

/

00 RdR _
In V

R
- 00,

then every nonnegative superharmonic function in L I(At) if equal to a constant.

/

00 RdR
[ (R) < 00, (5)

then there ex ists a geodesically complete but not stochastically complete manifold M
such that VR ~ Cef(~ ) . where VR is the volume ofa geodesic ball ofradius R with some
center OE M .

Indeed. let O' (r ) = /' (r)ef1rj for sufficiently large r, and let h(r ) = (O'( r)jw,,)I/I,,- ll.
The n the manifold M. is not stoc hastically comple te. Indeed, for large R

_ (R _ f (R) WR _ e1lR) + const .... _1_ < ...!!-
wR - 1

0
a(r)dr -e + const, W.. - [ ' (R )e" R, j' (R ) - [ (R)

because f is convex. Th erefore, it follows from (S) that I < 00, and Mil is not
stochastically complete. by the proposition .

Moreover, if 0 E So, then VR ~ 2WR = 2ef l R1+ con st ~ Cef lRj· for sufficiently
large C.

CO ROLLARY 3. There exis t stochastically complete man ifolds for which the volume
VR grows arbitrarily fast .

Indeed. the equality

§3. Some examples

Here we present cond itions for stochastic completeness and for the validity of the
Ll-Liouville theorem for spherically symm etri c manifolds.

Den ote by Mil the manifold R x S" (where S" is the unit sphere in R"), equ ipped
with the Riemannian metric ds2 = d r2 + h(r)2d02. Here r E R. 0 E SII, dr2 and
d02 are the standard metrics on R and S" and h(r ) is a positive smooth func tion .
For each r E R let S, denote the set of all points of the form (r, O) with 0 E S".
Obviously, S, is the orb it of the group SO(n) of isometrics act ing on M•. let O' (r) =
meas,,_1S, = w"h(r ),,-I , where w" is the (n - l) -dimensional un it sphere in R". let

WR be the volume of the shell {O< r < R }, i.e., WR = It O'(r)dr . let

100 WR
1 = w ,dR.

o R

PROPOSITION. Suppose that the fun ction h(r ) is ellen. Then the manifold M. is
stochastically complete if and only if 1 = 00.

CO ROLLARY 2. If f : [0 , (0 ) - ( I , (0) is a smooth downward convex fun ction with
/, >Oand

100 dR
1- -

- 0 (ln WR )' - OO
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is possible for any restriction of the fo rm In WR ~ f (R ), where f (R) is an arbitrary
monotonically increasing func tion.

PROOF OF THE PROPOSITION. We now co nst ruct on the domain {r > O} of M" a
positive fun ction v (X ) sati sfying the equation tiv - A.U = 0 for some A > 0 and the
conditions vlSo = I and 8v/avlSo = 0 where II is the normal to So. Obviously, such
a function v can be exte nded evenly to the whole man ifold M,,_ If v is bounded,
then, by Theorem 1, M il is not stochastically complete . But if v (x ) -- 00 as x -- 00,

then M" is stochastically complete in view of Theorem 2.4 in [3]. The function v
will depend only on '. so it will be written as v (r ). It is not hard to verify that upon
multi plica tion by a (r ) the equation .1.v - Au = 0 is redu ced to the form

(av') ' - Auv = O. (6)

Obviously, the solution of th is ordinary different ia l equation with the initi al con
di tions v (O ) = I and v' (O) = 0 is monot onically increasing, and thus stochastic
completeness of Mh is equivalent to the condition v( r) - 00. From (6) and th e
initial conditi ons we get the integral equa tion

v( r) = .l I,' a~~) l' a(~ )v (~) d n + I.

If 1 = 00, then from v( ,,) ?: I it follows that

l ' W,
v( r) '" A u:. d~ + I - 00

o ,

as r - 00, i.e., Mh is stochastically complete. If I < 00, then it follows from v( ,,) :5
v(r ) that

l ' W,
v(r ) s .lv (r ) w',d~ + t s AIv (r ) + I ,

o ,
and for ). < I - I this implies that v :5 ( I - )./ )- 1, i.e., v is bound ed. an d M is not
stochast ically complete.

We now proceed to th e construction of a counterexa mple to the V -Liouville the
orem. It is very easy to find all harmonic functions on Mh depending only on r.
Indeed. the equation ~v(r) = 0 can be rewri tten in the form (av' )' = 0, from which
we find that r d~

v (r) = Cl 10 O" (~ ) + ci- )

It turns out that these solutions include integrable funct ions: for thi s it is necessary
that 1::'00 Iv(r) la( r) d r < 00.

We analyze the two possible cases .
I. Let r d~

v( r ) = Jo a (~ ) ·

Th en we get the following restrictio n on 0":

roo r d~
1

0
a(r )10 a(~) dr < 00, r > O.

and an anal ogous condition for O" (-r). Changing th e order of int egratio n and intro 
ducing the notation

j
- R

W(-R) = - 00 a (~ ) d~ ,
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. ' , e > O. The corresponding manifold Mh constricts very
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